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Android platform has dominated the markets of smart mobile devices in recent years. The number of Android applications (apps) has seen a massive surge. Unsurprisingly, Android platform has also become the
primary target of attackers. The management of the explosively expansive app markets has thus become an
important issue. On the one hand, it requires effectively detecting malicious applications (malapps) in order
to keep the malapps out of the app market. On the other hand, it needs to automatically categorize a big
number of benign apps so as to ease the management, such as correcting an app’s category falsely designated
by the app developer. In this work, we propose a framework to effectively and efficiently manage a big app
market in terms of detecting malapps and categorizing benign apps. We extract 11 types of static features
from each app to characterize the behaviors of the app, and employ the ensemble of multiple classifiers,
namely, Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN), Naive Bayes (NB), Classification
and Regression Tree (CART) and Random Forest (RF), to detect malapps and to categorize benign apps. An
alarm will be triggered if an app is identified as malicious. Otherwise, the benign app will be identified as a
specific category. We evaluate the framework on a large app set consisting of 107,327 benign apps as well as
8,701 malapps. The experimental results show that our method achieves the accuracy of 99.39% in the detection of malapps and achieves the best accuracy of 82.93% in the categorization of benign apps.
Android security; malware detection; intrusion detection; classification; ensemble learning; static
analysis

1 Introduction
Mobile devices have become increasingly popular in
both personal and business use. Android has dominated
the markets of mobile devices. The management of the
explosively expanding application (app) markets has thus
become an emerging and crucial issue that involves the
detection of malicious applications (malapps) as well as
the categorization of benign apps. On the one hand, Android platform has seen a massive surge in malapps. The
increasingly sophisticated Android malpps are motivated
to evade the detection systems. Therefore, the management of Android app markets calls for effective methods

for detecting malapps. On the other hand, it requires to
automatically categorize a large number of apps so as to
ease the management. An app market usually categorizes
an app with the category specified by the app’s developers or by analysing the descriptions that the app’s developers provide. This process can easily be manipulated by
a malapp’s developer to evade the detection. Furthermore,
as the number of apps explosively increases, it is crucial
to automatically categorize apps quickly and accurately
so as to improve the efficiency of management.
In this work, we propose a novel framework to effectively and efficiently manage a large number of apps in
an app market in terms of detecting malapps and catego-

rizing benign apps. We extract a large number of features
from each Android Application Package (APK) file and
use these features to characterize the behaviors of the app.
In general, the behaviors of malapps discriminate from
those of benign apps. For example, a malicious app may
request a permission that it functionally does not need.
The behaviors of benign apps in each category also discriminate from those in other categories. From each app,
in total we extract 2,374,340 features that fall into 11
types. In order to improve the efficiency of the detection
and of the categorization, we employ Support Vector
Machine (SVM) to rank the features according to their
importance to the detection. Finally, we choose the top
ranked 34,630 features for the detection of malapps and
the categorization of benign apps. We then employ the
ensemble of five classifiers including SVM, Random
Forest (RF), K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN), Classification
and Regression Tree (CART), and Naive Bayes (NB), to
detect malapps and to categorize benign apps.
Through the extensive analysis, we find that the game
category has some specific characteristics. The game
category is very large, in which there are many subcategories. Some of these subcategories have a bigger number of samples than other subcategories. Besides, the
behaviors of game apps are quite different from those of
non-game apps. For example, apps in game category
usually generate more network traffic and have much
in-app purchases. In order to explorer the differences
between game and non-game categories, as shown in Fig.
1, if an app is identified as benign, our framework will
first predict whether it is a game, and then specify the
app’s game category. Otherwise, it will be predicted as a
specific non-game category. We evaluate our framework
on a large app set consisting of 18,866 game apps,
88,461 non-game apps as well as 8,701 malapps. In the
experiments of malapp detection, our ensemble method
achieves the detection accuracy as 99.39%. The experimental results also show that our ensemble method
achieves the accuracy of 66.23% in categorizing game
apps and the accuracy of 82.93% in categorizing
non-game apps.
We make the following contributions in this paper:
 To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work to provide a complete solution for the automated categorization of benign apps with ensemble of multiple classifiers. Our ensemble
method outperforms the five base classifiers in
overall categorization of benign apps, achieving
the best accuracy of 82.93%.
 Complementing to Drebin [1] in which the feature set contains 8 types, we extract as many as
2,374,340 features that fall into 11 types from
each APK file. In order to improve the efficiency
of the detection and categorization, we rank the
2,374,340 features with SVM according to their

importance to the detection and choose the top
ranked 34,630 static features in our work for the
detection and categorization.
 We conduct a series of comprehensive experiments to evaluate the proposed framework using
a very large app set consisting of 107,327 benign
apps and 8,701 malapps.
 We employ five classifiers in our framework, and
compare and analyze the results of each classifier.
The result is determined by using the ensemble of
five classifiers to balance the performance of all
classifiers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the background and related work. Section 3 describes the methods. Section 4 presents the
evaluation results and Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Background and Related Work
The security of computer systems and networks has
been a widely studied topic as attacks against systems or
network infrastructures are currently major threats. Many
methods have been proposed to ensure system security
[1-3] or network security [4-9].
The motivation of our work is to ensure the security of
Android apps. Existing work on the detection of malapps
mainly focuses on the analysis of static features [10-15]
or dynamic features [16-18]. As Android permissions
limit an app with Application Program Interface (API)
calls [19], the requested permissions can characterize
partial behaviors of apps. Pandita et al. [12] proposed
WHYPER that employed natural language processing
technology to explain why apps need certain permissions.
In our previous work [21], we ranked the permissions
according to their risks and systematically studied how
well Android permissions perform in the detection of
malapps. Barrera et al. [22] surveyed 1100 most popular
apps and found that these apps only required a small portion of the permissions. They also found that the relationship between app categories and permissions is not
very close. Felt and Chia et al. [23, 24] studied Android
apps and listed the permissions that were most commonly used in apps. Enck et al. [25] developed a tool to
check whether an app is malicious by matching its requested permissions with pre-defined permission lists.
Zhou et al. [26] proposed a permission-based behavioral
footprinting scheme to detect new samples of known
Android malware families and applied a heuristics-based
filtering scheme to identify certain inherent behaviors of
unknown malicious families.
Shabtai et al. [27] studied the techniques of static
analysis to analyze Android source code. They also applied machine learning techniques to categorize games
and tools with static features extracted from Android

apps. La Polla et al. [28] provided an overview of related
work on security of mobile devices. Nath et al. [29]
compared various machine learning techniques used for
analyzing Android malwares. Lindorfer et al. [30] presented MARVIN, a system that leverages machine learning techniques to assess the risk associated with unknown Android apps in the form of a risk score.
Peiravian et al. [31] detected malapps with permissions
and API calls. Pirscoveanu et al. [32] developed a distributed malware testing environment. Amin et al. [33]
investigated the natures and identities of malapps and
proposed network-based and system call based detection
approaches. Apvrille et al. [34] extracted code-level features and classified unknown apps with Alligator that
combines several classification algorithms. In our previous work, we developed a static analysis tool called
SDFDroid [35] that identifies the sensors' types and generates the sensor data propagation paths in each app to
provide an up-to-date overview of sensor usage patterns.

The sensor usage patterns are then used to identify
whether an app has potential threat. In order to detect
zero-day malapps, we developed a system called
Anomadroid (anomaly Android malapp detection system)
[36] that profiles the normal behaviors of apps based on
only benign samples. Any app whose behaviors unacceptably deviate from the normal profile is identified as
malicious. We also presented a system called Alde [37] to
analyze privacy risk of analytics libraries in the Android
ecosystem.
Although there exists research effort on the detection
of malapps, no much work has focused on the categorization of apps. In the most related work, Shabtai et al.
[27] classified two categories of apps including tools and
games with 3 types of features extracted from apps. In
contrast, in this work we extract 11 types of features to
categorize each app into 24 categories designated by an
app market with ensemble of multiple classifiers.

Figure 1: The overview of our method

3

Method

3.1 Overview
We propose a framework to manage a big app market
in terms of detecting malapps and categorizing benign
apps. As described in Figure 1, after an app is fed into the
framework, a big number of features will be extracted
from the APK file. An alarm is triggered if it is identified
as malicious with ensemble of multiple classifiers. Otherwise, it is further predicted as whether a game app. If it
is predicted as a game, our framework will specify its
game category. Otherwise it will be given a specific
non-game category.

3.2 Feature Extraction
The extraction and selection of features are always

important in detecting malapps and in categorizing benign apps. In this work, we extract static features from
apps with static analysis. Static analysis techniques refer
to analyzing the code features, such as the grammar, lexicon, data flow and control flow. Compared to dynamic
analysis in which features are extracted from the system
while the app is running, applying static analysis consumes much less resources and time, and does not require to execute the app. As we are motivated to manage
a big app market, in this work we focus on static analysis
to ensure the detection efficiency.
With static analysis, we extract 2,374,340 features
from each app. The number of features is too large to be
efficiently processed. Therefore, we use SVM algorithm
to sort the weight of each feature according to its importance to the detection. In detail, we apply linear SVM
for malapp detection and achieve an SVM model in
which each feature is given a weight determined by how
effective it is in distinguishing the benign apps and

malapps. The features whose weights are positive are
treated as “malicious features”, and the negative ones are
treated as “benign features”. Some weights equal to zero,
indicating that they do not contribute to the categorization and thus can be removed in the analysis. We rank the
features according to the absolute values of weights, and
finally use the top ranked 34,630 features to perform the
detection of malapps and the categorization of benign
apps. The feature sets we used are described in Table 1.
TABLE 1. Descriptions of Feature Sets
Feature Type

Number of Features

1

Request Permissions

96

2

Filtered Intents

126

3

Restricted API calls

34,188

4

Code-related Information

5

5

Used Permission

96

6

Hardware Features

41

7

Suspicious API calls

78

3.3 The Algorithms for the Detection and Categorization
(1) Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM [38] is a supervised machine learning method for
classification and regression analysis. The principle of
SVM is to find the best hyperplane to separate the data
into two parts. A SVM model consists of the samples
represented as points in space. The samples of the different categories are divided by hyperplane. This
hyperplane always maximizes the margin between those
two regions or classes. The margin is defined by the farthest distance between the samples of the two classes and
computed based on the distances between the closest
samples of both classes, which are called supporting
vectors. Test samples are then mapped into the same
space. Based on which sides of the hyperplane they fall
on, test samples are predicted to belong to the corresponding categories.
In the experiments of the multi-class app categorization, we use multi-stage SVM. It is similar to the theory
described above. The only difference is that the multi-stage SVM creates multiple hyperplanes. Each
hyperplane will separate the samples into one specific
category and the residual category.
(2) Classification And Regression Tree (CART)
CART is a method based on the Gini index. It usually
uses a top-down approach when CART constructs a decision tree. Decision tree [39] is a categorization model
that recursively partitions the training data into a tree

structure.
In the experiments, we first put all the training samples
at the root node. We then search the best partition of the
root node so that the Gini impurity can reduce to minimum. Gini impurity represents the possibility that a randomly selected sample is classified into the wrong subset.
When all the samples of a node belong to one class, Gini
impurity equals to zero. We use the best partition to divide root node into two parts, each of which is seen as a
new node. This process is then repeated on the new
nodes.
(3) Random Forest (RF)
RF [40] algorithm itself is an ensemble classifier that
constructs multiple decision trees. Each tree is learned
independently on a randomly selected subset of training
data. A subset for training each decision tree comes from
randomly sampling for both features and apps. The output category is determined by the mode of categories that
all of the trees output. In general, random forest is more
suitable for multi-categorization.
(4) Naive Bayes (NB)
Naive Bayes is a probabilistic classifier based on
Bayes theorem [41]. Given a test sample, we need to
calculate the probabilities of the appearance of various
categories under the condition of the appearance of a test
sample. The sample belongs to the category whose
probability is the largest.
(5) K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN)
K-NN [42] algorithm is a non-parametric statistical
methods for categorization and regression. It classifies a
test sample by measuring the distance between the training samples and test sample. We need to choose k nearest
samples and use majority voting to predict which category the sample belongs to.
(6) Ensemble of Classifiers
To exert the advantage of each algorithm and to further
improve the accuracy of detection and categorization, we
employ the ensemble of multiple classifiers with majority
voting after obtaining the classification results of the five
algorithms described above. The algorithm of the ensemble of multiple classifiers is shown in Figure 2. When a
test app is given as input, each base classifier predicts its
classification. All the five prediction results will then
vote to generate a final prediction. Basically the ensemble of multiple classifiers with voting mechanism outperforms a base classifier in prediction.

TABLE 2. Descriptions of Game Samples
Categories
1

G_ACTION

2,832

2

G_BRAIN_CARDS_AND_CASUAL

11,509

3

G_FLIGHT_GAMES

367

4

G_ONLINE_GAMES

390

5

G_RPG

1,164

6

G_SIMULATION

497

7

G_SPORTS_AND_RACING

1,307

8

G_STRATEGY

800

Figure 2. The ensemble of multiple classifiers

TABLE 3. Descriptions of Non-Game Samples
Categories

4 Evaluation
4.1 App Sets
We use a big app set consisting of benign apps and
malapps to validate our framework. The benign apps
were crawled from one of the biggest app markets in
China called Anzhi [43] and malapps were collected in
wild. In total, we collected 116,028 apps consisting of
107,327 benign apps and 8,701 malapps. We labeled the
benign apps with VirusTotal [44]. If less than an anti-virus engine in VirusTotal recognizes the app as malicious, we then deem it as a benign app. We randomly
select 90% of the samples to serve as the training data.
The remaining 10% of the samples are used as the test
data.
In the experiments of app categorization, we first detect whether an app is a game app, as game apps have
distinct characteristics. If an app is detected as a game
app, our framework will further identify its specific game
category. Otherwise if it is predicted as a non-game app,
our framework will identify its specific non-app category.
The 107,327 benign apps are distributed into 24 app categories, 8 of which are game categories. As categorization methods for each market are not the same, we manually calibrate the app categories with the categorization
information provided by Anzhi market. The categories of
game apps and of non-game apps are shown in Table 2
and Table 3, respectively. Same with the experiments of
malapp detection, we randomly select 90% of the samples to serve as the training data and the remaining 10%
samples are used as the test data. The data we used in the
experiments is described in Table 4. We transform the
app samples into LIBSVM format. Each line describes an
app sample. The first column indicates the class label,
and the rest of the columns describe the features.

Number of Samples

Number of
Samples

1

A_BOOKS_READER_AND_MAGAZINES

14,563

2

A_BROWSER

190

3

A_FINANCE

1,440

4

A_INPUT_METHOD

62

5

A_LIFE

21,674

6

A_MUSIC

1,995

7

A_NEWS

1,738

8

A_OFFICE_AND_BUSINESS

4,464

9

A_PHOTOGRAPHY_AND_BEAUTIFICATION

866

10

A_SECURITY

261

11

A_SHOPPING_AND_PAYMENT

2,605

12

A_SOCIAL_AND_COMMUNICATION

3,428

13

A_THEMES_AND_WALLPAPER

29,311

14

A_TOOLS

3,031

15

A_TRANSPORTATION

1,589

16

A_VIDEO

1,244

4.2

The Parameters of Training Models

In the evaluation, we use a computer with a quad-core
CPU and memory of 64G. We employ scikit-learn [45]
packages written in Python as the machine learning tool
in the experiments, as it is accessible and reusable in
various contexts.
For SVM, we choose the linear kernel function in all
experiments. The parameter wi, which means the weight
of each category, is assigned as inversely proportional to
the number of samples in each category. Another parameter C, the penalty parameter of the error, is set as 0.25.
The number of features is an important parameter for
RF, as it is required to consider when looking for the best
split. Another parameter is the number of decision trees.
We balance the efficiency and accuracy through several
experiments, and set both the number of decision trees
and the number of features as 300.

Similarly, the number of features is an important parameter for CART. We set this parameter as default, as
the accuracy is the best with the default value. We set K
= 9 for K-NN. As for NB, we choose MultinomialNB
model in our experiments.

sider this problem as a kind of multi-classification.
Therefore, we only calculate the detection accuracy and
detection rates of game or non-game apps.
TABLE 5. The Detection Results of Malapps with the Five Base Classifiers
as well as with Ensemble of Classifiers

TABLE 4. Overview of the Apps Used in the Experiments

Malapp

Number of

Number of

Total

Training samples

Test Samples

number

104,425

11,603

116,028

96,594

10,733

107,327

Classifier

Accuracy

TPR

FPR

Precision

Recall

F-measure

SVM

98.82%

96.07%

3.39%

92.79%

95.09%

93.93%

RF

99.49%

93.74%

0.07%

98.96%

93.74%

96.28%

NB

76.46%

90.92%

24.63%

21.73%

90.92%

35.08%

K-NN

97.95%

76.69%

0.45%

92.73%

76.69%

83.95%

CART

99.23%

95.83%

0.52%

93.31%

95.83%

94.55%

Ensemble

99.39%

93.25%

0.15%

97.94%

93.25%

95.54%

Detection

Game

app

Detection

Game

App

16,979

1,887

18,866

79,615

8,846

88,461

categorization

Non-game

App

categorization

4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis
(1) Detecting Malapps
The detection results of malapps for each classifier are
shown in Table 5. It is seen that the True Positive Rates
(TPR) of SVM are the highest among the five classifiers,
achieving 96.07%. The evaluation results show that the
detection accuracy of each algorithm is quite similar except NB algorithm. It is also seen from Table 5 that the
detection results of CART algorithm and RF algorithm
are quite similar. However, in general, the detection results of RF algorithm are better than those of CART algorithm. RF outperforms the other four classifiers and its
detection accuracy reaches 99.49%.
Our method achieves the accuracy of 99.39% in the
detection of malapps after employing ensemble of the
five classifiers with majority voting mechanism. In general, our method outperforms SVM, NB, K-NN and
CART. Although our method does not excel RF, the detection performance between the two methods is comparable.
(2) Identifying Game or Non-Game Apps
If an app is predicted as benign, we will further identify whether the app belongs to the game categories or
non-game categories. This process aims to distinguish
between game apps and non-game apps, which is different from malapp detection. In the experiments, we con-

The overall detection accuracy and detection rates of
game apps or non-game apps with the five classifiers and
ensemble method are shown in Table 6. The overall detection accuracy of RF is the highest, reaching 97.22%.
Our ensemble method achieves the best detection rate of
game apps. Although the ensemble method is slightly
worse than RF in terms of the detection rates of
non-game apps and overall detection accuracy, its overall
detection performance is more robust than all the five
classifiers.
TABLE 6. The Detection Results for Game Apps and Non-Game Apps
with the Five Base Classifiers as well as with Ensemble of Classifiers

Classifier

Detection Rate

Detection Rate of

Overall Detection

of Game apps

Non-Game apps

Accuracy

SVM

92.43%

91.50%

91.66%

RF

88.82%

98.99%

97.22%

NB

58.60%

96.19%

89.68%

K-NN

75.91%

98.02%

94.19%

CART

88.06%

97.60%

95.95%

Ensemble

93.10%

97.57%

96.91%

(3) Categorizing Game Apps

TABLE 8. The Categorization Accuracy for 8 Game App Categories with

If an app is predicted as game, we will then further
identify which specific game category it belongs to. In
total there are 8 categories for game apps. The overall
categorization accuracy of game apps with five classifiers as well as with ensemble of classifiers are shown in
Table 7.
TABLE 7. The Overall Categorization Results for Game Apps with the
Five Base Classifiers as well as with the Ensemble of Classifiers

the Five Base Classifiers and with Ensemble of Classifiers

Classifier

SVM

RF

NB

K-NN

CART

Ensemble

G_ACTIO

20.67

35.2

12.88

25.76

44.41%

37.51%

N

%

5%

%

%

G_BRAIN_

71.98

92.8

83.28

91.20

73.95%

93.99%

CARDS_A

%

6%

%

%

G_FLIGHT

32.00

14.2

0.01%

4.08%

20.41%

14.29%

_GAMES

%

9%

G_ONLINE

50.59

13.1

21.05

18.42

26.32%

21.05%

_GAMES

%

6%

%

%

G_RPG

24.37

19.0

6.67%

6.67%

25.71%

19.47%

%

5%

G_SIMUL

35.05

26.5

4.08%

8.16%

20.41%

21.33%

ATION

%

3%

G_SPORTS

30.29

18.7

21.09

10.94

25.78%

20.84%

_AND_RA

%

5%

%

%

G_STRAT

8.61

10.6

6.67%

5.33%

9.33%

6.67%

EGY

%

7%

ND_CASU
Classifier

SVM

RF

NB

K-NN

CART

Ensemble

Accuracy

53.86%

66.08%

55.27%

60.78%

58.19%

66.23%

It is seen from Table 7 that our ensemble method outperforms the five base classifiers in terms of the overall
categorization accuracy for game apps.
We investigate the categorization accuracy of each
category for game apps and the results are shown in Figure 3 and Table 8. The categorization accuracy of
G_BRAIN_CARDS _AND_CASUAL is the best for all
the classifiers. The categorization accuracies of
G_FLIGHT _GAMES and G_STRATEGY are poor.
Our ensemble method achieves the best categorization
accuracy
as
93.99%
for
G_BRAIN_CARDS_AND_CASUAL. In general, the
ensemble method performs more robust than the five
base classifiers, although its categorization accuracy for
other 7 game categories is not the best.
Categorizatio
n Accuracy

SVM RF NB KNN CART Ensemble

100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Figure 3. The Categorization Accuracy for 8 Game App Categories with
the Five Base Classifiers and with Ensemble of Classifiers.

AL

CING

We analyze the app sets and find that G_BRAIN
_CARDS_AND_CASUAL consists of puzzle & card
games, which are very popular among users. The number
of apps in this category reaches 11,509 that is much bigger than that of other game categories. The number of
apps in G_FLIGHT_GAMES and G_ONLINE_GAMES
are only 367 and 390, respectively. The number of apps
in different game categories is clearly imbalanced. In
addition, the game functions and operations of
G_BRAIN_CARDS_AND_CASUAL are simpler than
those of G_FLIGHT_GAMES and G_SIMULATION.
The
categorization
results
for
G_BRAIN_CARDS_AND_CASUAL is thus the best for
all the classifiers.
In general, the categorization accuracy for game apps
is not high. The first reason is that the definitions of
game categories are not very clear. For example, some
games in G_FLIGHT_GAMES can also belong to

G_SPORTS_AND_RACING. Some other game apps
belong to two categories or even to several categories.
The second reason is that the functions and operations of
all the games are always quite similar to each other. Both
these two reasons result in low categorization accuracy.

ries have various functions. Therefore, features extracted
from these apps are diversely distributed. Meanwhile, the
number of apps in these two categories is very small.
These may explain why certain categories like
A_BROWSER and A_SECURITY are difficult to categorize.

(4) Categorizing Non-Game Apps
If an app is predicted as non-game, we will further
identify which specific category it belongs to. In total,
there are 16 categories for non-game apps. The overall
categorization accuracies with five classifiers and with
our ensemble method are shown in Table 9. It is clear
that our ensemble method outperforms the five base classifiers, achieving the categorization accuracy as 82.93%.
TABLE 9. The Overall Categorization Accuracy for Non-Game Apps with

TABLE 10. The Categorization Accuracy for 16 Non-Game App Categories with the Five Base Classifiers and with the Ensemble of Classifiers

Category

A_BOOKS_READE
R_AND_MAGAZIN

SVM

98.26
%

ES

Accuracy

NB

K-NN

CART

Ensemble

80.85%

82.88%

65.14%

77.56%

79.88%

82.93%

66

41.18

CART

99.80%

98.93%

%

0.01%

17.65%

%

17.65%

%

%

18.
A_FINANCE

Ensemble

99.87%

90.21

0.01
76

30.15

Table 10 shows the categorization accuracy for each
non-game category with the five base classifiers and with
our ensemble method. In general, our ensemble method
is more robust than the five classifiers in categorization.
It is seen from Table 10 that our ensemble method
achieves the best categorization accuracy for
A_BOOKS_READER _AND_MAGAZINES, A_LIFE,
A_SOCIAL_AND_COMMUNICATION
and
A_THEMES_AND_WALLPAPER.
Apps
in
A_BOOKS_READER_AND_ MAGAZINES or A_
THEMES_AND_WALLPAPER are popular, and therefore the number of apps in these categories is very large.
In addition, the app functions of these two categories are
simple and similar, and thus the features extracted are
very similar, too. For example, the features extracted
from
apps
in
A_BOOKS_READER
_AND_MAGAZINES are mostly like "hardware_ feature::android.hardware.touchscreen",
"permission::android. permission.INTERNE" and "used_ permission::ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE". The features
extracted
from
apps
in
A_THEMES_AND_WALLPAPER are mostly like "
hardware_feature::android.hardware.touchscreen" and "
file_type_number::Dalvik". These features are very
common in most apps in these categories, and this explains why the categorization accuracy for these categories are very high.
However, the categorization accuracy of all the classifiers is very poor for certain categories, such as
A_BROWSER and A_SECURITY that represent browsers and mobile security tools. Apps of these two catego-
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5 Conclusion
In this work, we propose a framework to detect
malapps and to categorize benign apps with ensemble of
five classifiers, in the aim to ease the management of
Android app markets. Given an app, our framework
firstly extracts a large number of features from the app,
and use these features to detect whether it is malicious or
not. An alarm is triggered if it is identified as malicious.
Otherwise, it will be categorized as a specific category.
We employ ensemble of five classifiers, namely, SVM,
K-NN, NB, CART and RF with majority voting for the
detection of malapps and the categorization of benign
apps. The experimental results show that our ensemble
method is more robust than the five base classifiers in the
detection and categorization. In the experiments of
malapp detection, our ensemble method achieves the
detection accuracy as 99.39%. The extensive experimental results also show that our framework achieves the best
overall categorization accuracy with the accuracy of
66.23% in categorization of game apps and the accuracy
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